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Abstract
Background: Medication errors are likely common in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). In neonatal hospital care where the population with severe illness has a high mortality rate, around 14.9% of drug prescriptions have
errors in LMICs settings. However, there is scant research on interventions to improve medication safety to mitigate
such errors. Our objective is to improve routine neonatal care particularly focusing on effective prescribing practices
with the aim of achieving reduced gentamicin medication errors.
Methods: We propose to conduct an audit and feedback (A&F) study over 12 months in 20 hospitals with 12 months
of baseline data. The medical and nursing leaders on their newborn units had been organised into a network that
facilitates evaluating intervention approaches for improving quality of neonatal care in these hospitals and are receiving basic feedback generated from the baseline data. In this study, the network will (1) be expanded to include all
hospital pharmacists, (2) include a pharmacist-only professional WhatsApp discussion group for discussing prescription practices, and (3) support all hospitals to facilitate pharmacist-led continuous medical education seminars on
prescription practices at hospital level, i.e. default intervention package. A subset of these hospitals (n = 10) will
additionally (1) have an additional hospital-specific WhatsApp group for the pharmacists to discuss local performance
with their local clinical team, (2) receive detailed A&F prescription error reports delivered through mobile-based dashboard, and (3) receive a PDF infographic summarising prescribing performance circulated to the clinicians through
the hospital-specific WhatsApp group, i.e. an extended package.
Using interrupted time series analysis modelling changes in prescribing errors over time, coupled with process fidelity evaluation, and WhatsApp sentiment analysis, we will evaluate the success with which the A&F interventions are
delivered, received, and acted upon to reduce prescribing error while exploring the extended package’s success/failure relative to the default intervention package.
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Discussion: If effective, these theory-informed A&F strategies that carefully consider the challenges of LMICs settings
will support the improvement of medication prescribing practices with the insights gained adapted for other clinical
behavioural targets of a similar nature.
Trial registration: PACTR, PACTR202203869312307. Registered 17th March 2022.
Keywords: Audit and feedback, Clinical guidelines, Newborns, Inappropriate prescribing, Low- and middle-income
settings

Contributions to the literature
• This study is one of the first in a low- and middleincome country (LMIC) to evaluate at the clinical
team level a comprehensive healthcare-specific feedback theory used to design and implement feedback to
improve medication prescribing accuracy during inpatient neonatal care.
• Findings will advance our knowledge about how clinical care teams utilising different approaches to feedback strategies work to best improve prescribing practices in neonatal care in LMICs.
• Such evidence will advance our knowledge on how to
develop scalable and effective medication safety quality
improvement approaches and improve health workers’
motivation to focus on treatment guidelines adherence.

Introduction
Improving medication safety is a global priority as medication errors arising from prescribing, dispensing, transcribing, administering, and monitoring medicines can
cause severe harm and increase healthcare costs [1–3].
Most evidence on medication safety in routine healthcare
settings is from high-income countries (HICs) [3]. From
the limited findings available, medication errors might
be substantively higher in low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) [4–6], especially in neonatal (i.e. first 28
days of life) hospital care [7, 8] where the population with
severe illness has high mortality [9]. While around 14.9%
of drug prescriptions have errors in neonatal care settings
[7], there is scant research on interventions to improve
medication safety to mitigate such errors in LMICs.
Electronic prescribing (i.e. e-Prescribing with in-built
error checking) might improve neonatal care medication practices, but may not be feasible to implement
in many public hospitals in LMICs due to resource
constraints and level of maturity of electronic health
records (EHRs) [10, 11]. Quality improvement (QI)
programmes have had some success in improving
clinical outcomes (i.e. 35–50% reduction in prescription errors in neonatal care), might be more feasible in

many LMIC settings, and could benefit from contextappropriate audit and feedback (A&F) strategies and
cycles [12–15].
Audit requires data. It may come from (1) intermittent
record audit, (2) digital data on patients and prescribing,
or (3) EHRs and e-prescribing which require low, moderate, and high technological capacities, respectively. Feedback is posited to reduce unsafe prescribing practices
especially when it has multiple components (e.g. education), involves key agents (facilitators and champions)
such as pharmacists, or addresses individual and team
goals [16, 17]. The roles of key agents (facilitators and
champions), for example pharmacists, for prescribing
practices improvement have only rarely been empirically
tested [18, 19]. As we have observed in Kenyan hospital
practice, there is little interaction between clinical teams
and pharmacists to guide medication prescribing with
medications reconstituted and administered by nurses on
the ward (e.g. gentamicin); pharmacists typically only get
involved for inpatient care when potentially toxic medications (e.g. chemotherapy) are administered, but this is a
rare event confined to higher level hospitals. This context
provides an opportunity to evaluate including pharmacists as key agents in improving prescribing practices in
neonatal care.
Additionally, sources of data are limited in many LMICs
on different modes of feedback to individuals or teams.
Feedback directly to clinicians on their performance is
posited to be most effective [20], However, healthcare
workers (HCWs) are few in number in many LMICs
with a finite supply of time and resources to engage with
feedback [20]. The design choices in LMICs A&F studies
should take account of both the specific characteristics
of these contexts and existing knowledge and theory [21,
22]. To be useful, studies need to consider external validity, whether the data or technologies needed to support
A&F approaches might be available at scale, what advantages might be gained by leveraging local clinical champions, and the value and practicality of feedback at team
or individual levels. Their design also needs to consider
that the effect of A&F interventions may diminish over
time so they should aim to go beyond a single feedback
cycle or short-term intervention period [23] and, ideally,
should move beyond simple before-after designs.
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In LMIC, neonatal infections are one of the most common causes of death during the neonatal period [24], and
the increase in global prevalence of antibiotic resistance
in neonatal units indicates a need for improved antimicrobial stewardship [25]. Evidence from A&F interventions suitable for the Kenyan context could advance this
agenda as well as improving patient safety. We focus on
prescription accuracy for Gentamicin since:
a) Gentamicin is on the World Health Organization
(WHO) essential medicines list [26] and is the firstline drug for treatment for neonatal sepsis in newborns in Kenya and LMICs and is even being used for
community-based treatments [25–28].
b) Gentamicin is associated with well-known risks of
toxicity if doses are too high for too long [29], while
if doses are too low, it is less effective in bacterial
killing. Inadequate dosing is therefore important
because of the increase in antimicrobial resistance
globally [25, 27, 28].
c) WHO and Kenyan dosage guidelines are based on
weight and post-natal age, and so, prescribing is
slightly more complicated than other drugs increasing the risk of prescribing errors [30, 31].
d) We already know that approximately 14% of the gentamicin prescription provided in the Kenyan hospitals we work with has prescribing errors, i.e. aggregate of dosages that are either too high or too low
(which we explain in detail in the “Study setting” subsection of the “Design and methodology” section),
and even higher rates have been reported previously
from Kenya [32, 33].
Gentamicin prescribing therefore presents a good case
to study whose findings could be applied to other medications prescribed in Kenya and other settings. Penicillin
is typically prescribed together with gentamicin for neonatal sepsis in Kenya and elsewhere in line with national
and global guidance. It is much less likely to cause patient
harm if there are prescription errors and has a much
lower prescription error rate in our setting (unpublished
data, further detail provided in the “Study setting” subsection of the “Design and methodology”). For this reason, we focus on gentamicin as a priority in terms of need
to intervene [8, 29, 34].
Key particularities about LMICs study settings like
Kenya that make them different from HIC studies and are
important considerations for A&F intervention design for
reducing such prescribing errors include the following:
1. The lack of electronic prescribing for inpatients, thus,
no automated dosage checks or decision support is
available in these sites [35].
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2. Junior clinical personnel do 80% of the admitting/
prescribing and rotate thrice monthly [36] and, until
recently, tend to have had limited neonatal training.
3. There are only one or two and sometimes no paediatricians for these hospitals [37], so the junior prescribers often have limited supervision, for example
on ward rounds, from any specialist.
4. The pharmacists are also very few and, in most
places, play no direct role in ward-based oversight
and education of prescribers on newborn units
(NBUs) [31, 38].
5. There are national guidelines that are widely disseminated to clinicians and are approximately the same as
the WHO guidance that should govern prescription
practices [27].
6. Routine therapeutic monitoring of gentamicin or
other aminoglycoside drug levels is not available in
any site.
7. Empiric antibiotic treatment is very common with
clinicians very rarely having access to diagnostics for
sepsis such as blood cultures.
More specifically, we work with 20 first-referral level
hospitals organised into a Clinical Information Network
(CIN) [11, 13, 39] where the hospitals receive 3-monthly
clinical A&F reports on the quality of care they provide
for common conditions, which include a summary of
prescription error rates for gentamicin [30]. More details
are provided later on in the “Study setting” sub-section of
the “Design and methodology” section. In this study, we
will use a pharmacist-facilitated A&F intervention that
is guided by the Clinical Performance Feedback Intervention Theory (CP-FIT) and builds on the principles of
previously reported studies [16, 20, 40], in which clinical
pharmacists are conceptualised as QI champions, and we
anticipate they will work with doctors and nurses in their
hospital’s neonatal units to act upon feedback (Table 1).
We will explicitly target feedback variables that are
theorised to make feedback effective. These include the
following: (1) an important clinical goal targeted by the
feedback intervention, (2) using verifiable data collection
and analysis methods that enhance accuracy, credibility,
and acceptance of feedback, (3) employing understandable feedback displays that reinforce positive healthcare
workers (HCWs) intentions and behaviours, and (4)
employing feedback that targets HCWs teams’ inherent
motivation to improve an important practice (Fig. 1) [20].
To enhance feedback in some of these thematic areas
and in some sites, we will use a novel electronic, interactive mobile-friendly dashboard that provides summaries
of prescribing performance auto-updated monthly. The
inclusion of pharmacists as key agents of A&F design
and implementation is informed by CP-FIT theory [20],
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Table 1 Primer on Clinical Performance Feedback Intervention Theory (CP-FIT)
CP-FIT is synthesised from 65 qualitative studies of 73 A&F interventions and 30 pre-existing theories and describes causal pathways of feedback [20].
It states that effective feedback is a cyclical process of goal setting, data collection and analysis, feedback, recipient interaction, perception, and acceptance of the feedback, followed by intention, behaviour, and clinical performance improvement (the feedback cycle) (Fig. 1) [20]. Feedback becomes less
effective if any individual process fails causing progress round the feedback cycle to stop and is influenced by variables relating to the feedback itself
(its goal, data collection and analysis methods, feedback display, and feedback delivery), the recipient (health professional characteristics and behavioural
response), and context (organisation or team characteristics, patient population, co-interventions, and implementation process) (Fig. 1) [20]. These variables exert their effects via explanatory mechanisms of complexity, relative advantage, resource match, compatibility, credibility, social influence, and
actionability and are summarised by three propositions [20]:
(a) Capacity limitations: Healthcare professionals and organisations have a finite capacity to engage with and respond to feedback; interventions
that require less work, supply, additional resource, or are considered worthwhile enough to justify investment are most effective.
(b) Identity and culture: Healthcare professionals and organisations have strong beliefs regarding how patient care should be provided that influence their interactions with feedback; those that align with and enhance these aspects are most effective.
(c) Behavioural induction: Feedback interventions that successfully and directly support clinical behaviours for individual patients are most effective.

Fig. 1 Clinical Performance Feedback Intervention Theory’s variables and explanatory mechanisms and their influence on the feedback cycle. Solid
arrows are necessary pathways for successful feedback. Dotted arrows represent potential pathways

with the expectation that they serve a fundamental role
of offering clinical leadership in prescribing practices [18,
19].
High-quality contemporaneously collected data on
drug prescribing is needed to provide timely A&F.
Investment in such systems is justified at scale if they

result in better clinical practices, especially in subSaharan Africa (SSA)’s public healthcare systems [22,
41]. Therefore, it is important to assess the advantages
of such approaches against more basic improvement
or A&F strategies with fewer data demands. Conducting head-to-head experiments informed by current
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empirical and theoretical insights in A&F research
is also a global priority [21, 41]. Head-to-head comparisons offer additional advantages. They allow more
direct examination of the fidelity of delivery of different approaches, mechanisms of action, potential confounders, and effect modifiers of A&F implementation
strategies. They go beyond causal description to help
interpret and determine the generalisability of evaluation findings to produce transferable learning [21, 22].
When coupled with data collected over longer time
periods, they can help evaluate any decay in effects of
interventions [21].
Therefore, this study will use interrupted time series
(ITS) comparison of gentamicin error rates from pre- and
post-A&F intervention periods to compare enhanced
A&F interventions to the usual routine feedback reports
that the CIN hospitals receive (presented in documents
sent to hospitals); the evaluation of the relative effect of
the enhanced A&F intervention over the basic feedback
reports will also include comparison of two versions
of enhanced A&F intervention packages including an
assessment of the implementation process of both. Effectively, the null hypotheses are that over time, (1) there
is no difference in gentamicin prescribing error rates in
hospitals receiving enhanced A&F compared with when
they have basic A&F interventions, and any time-based
changes are due to secular performance trends, and (2)
there are no differences in gentamicin prescribing errors
between two sets of hospitals receiving two different
forms of enhanced feedback.
Given that the primary outcome of this study being
measured is the proportion of patients in newborn
units receiving an inaccurate gentamicin prescription
over time (i.e. incidence rate ratio), our objectives are
threefold:
(1) To evaluate if enhancing A&F intervention
approaches over and above existing use of feedback reports reduces the prevalence of gentamicin
prescribing errors (measured as an incidence rate
ratio) in neonatal inpatient hospital care over time
(2) To evaluate if an A&F package incorporating more
Clinical Performance Feedback Intervention Theory
(CP-FIT) components is more effective in reducing
gentamicin prescribing errors in inpatient neonatal care compared to an A&F package incorporating fewer CP-FIT informed components (which is
likely to be easier to scale across facilities)
(3) To explore the value of the CP-FIT model as a guiding framework for designing and helping understand the results of a prospective behaviour change
implementation strategy employing A&F in Kenyan
clinical settings
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Design and methodology
Study design

The study will have a standard interrupted time-series
study (ITS) design with an internal control to evaluate the
comparative effectiveness of basic versus enhanced A&F
after the introduction of enhanced A&F. The study design
will also incorporate a parallel group controlled ITS
design to compare the standard enhanced A&F package
with a further extended A&F package. A process evaluation will be used to track implementation of both. Facilities will be randomised with an allocation ratio of 1:1 to
receive the enhanced and extended pharmacist-delivered
A&F intervention with the data-dependent components
(package 1), or the enhanced pharmacist-delivered A&F
intervention with standard components (package 2),
which are explained further below. Participating hospitals and the clerks responsible for collecting de-identified data will be blinded to the initial group assignment,
but the researchers administering the interventions and
assessing the outcomes will not.
Study setting

The study will be conducted in partnership with 20 firstreferral level hospitals in Kenya purposefully selected
to be of at least moderate size and representative of different malaria transmission zones (Table 2). This will
involve the patient population admitted to the newborn
unit (NBU), a separate unit with a specific clinical and
nursing team, where the average age on admission is 0- or
1-day old; most admitted neonates are inborn [39]. These
hospitals joined the Clinical Information Network (CIN),
a learning health system in Kenya at different calendar
time points between 2014 and 2020 [11, 13, 39]. The
hospitals receive 3 monthly clinical audit and feedback
reports on the quality of care they provide for common
conditions, which include a summary of prescription
error rates for gentamicin and penicillin [30]. Neonatal
team leaders (neonatologists, paediatricians, and nurses)
met face to face once or twice annually until 2020 (before
the COVID-19 pandemic) to discuss these reports and
how to improve clinical care. The pharmacists in these
hospitals have not previously been involved in CIN feedback activities except in some hospitals linked to the
“Supportive care and antibiotics for severe pneumonia
among hospitalized children (SEARCH)” trial [42] where
their role is to support correct use of study drugs used on
the paediatric wards.
Outcomes

The primary outcome of this study is the proportion of
patients in newborn units receiving an inaccurate gentamicin prescription. The calculation of the correct prescription according to the Kenyan guidelines is age and
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weight dependent as illustrated in Fig. 2. Gentamicin prescription is reported in milligram units. From the CP-FIT
model, this outcome represents the standard of clinical
performance against which clinical behaviour would be
measured explicitly (goal setting) [20].
For the planned analysis, this study’s target process
outcome is at least a 35% reduction in prescription errors
from individual hospital baseline error rates with this target based on published evidence of 35–50% reductions in
prescription errors in neonatal care from before to after
studies [19].
Intervention

All hospitals already receive regular standardised quarterly A&F reports. The quarterly report is shared via
email and as a printed copy to the paediatrician and the
hospital manager. The email report sent belongs to a
hospital team whose members include the data clerks,
hospital records officers, the hospital managers, and the
clinical team (i.e. the nurses, medical officers, paediatricians) working in the NBU. The quarterly reports, which
are described elsewhere [30], include summaries of the
quality of the processes of care, e.g. recording of birth
weight and gestational age, and whether or not basic
investigations are done and their results documented
[30]. The quarterly report also already includes feedback
on the correctness of dosing of commonly prescribed
medications (e.g. gentamicin and penicillin).
Therefore, there is a baseline A&F intervention already
in use in all sites that may be allocated to package 1 or
package 2 of the enhanced A&F intervention. If participating hospitals agree, they will be randomised to receive
either A&F intervention package 1 or package 2. These
packages and their differences are illustrated in Table 3
and Fig. 3. Hospitals receiving package 1 act as the contemporaneous control group for those receiving package
2 to address objective 2. Data from both package 1 and
2 hospitals will be used to address objective 1 of evaluating the comparative effectiveness of enhanced A&F
relative to the basic baseline A&F. We will use a control outcome within the ITS design to examine whether
improvements in performance (correct prescribing) are
more pronounced than improvements that may be linked
to underlying secular trends [43]. Such a control outcome
should not be affected by the intervention but would be
affected by confounding events [43]. The planned control outcome is incorrect penicillin prescription in the
same patient population, since 99% of neonates with
gentamicin prescription also have a penicillin prescription. In contrast to gentamicin, other first-line antibiotics
are considerably less likely to cause patient harm if there
are prescription errors (e.g. penicillin), or from reported
evidence, typically have lower prescription error rate, or
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are uncommon in LMICs routine hospital settings like
Kenya, thereby giving gentamicin a higher priority in
terms of need to intervene [8, 29, 34]. Feedback on both
gentamicin and penicillin errors is still being provided
throughout this study by the CIN quarterly reports,
which will continue throughout the study. Specific ITS
analyses will compare effects of package 2 over 1 in the
parallel control group study design component.
There is currently little interaction between clinical
teams and pharmacists for medication prescription such
as gentamicin which are reconstituted and administered
in the ward; pharmacists tend to come in when potentially toxic medications such as chemotherapy are administered and have oversight of outpatient department
prescriptions. However, using CP-FIT to inform the
design of the enhanced A&F intervention encouraged us
to consider the potentially pivotal role pharmacists might
play, as theorised by CP-FIT, by providing enhanced A&F
interventions to the usual inpatient care team.
Details of the feedback components of the interactive
digital application platform that is mobile-friendly and
auto-updated monthly and used to deliver the enhanced
A&F report summaries, together with the proposed PDF
infographic, are provided in Additional file 1: Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Figs. 1–3.
The feedback visualisations are limited to three to
reflect HCWs finite capacity to handle feedback [20].
They aim to minimise complexity while automating active
delivery and matching resources available to HCWs; we
believe they target relevant elements required to influence clinical behaviour change [20]. Because HCWs have
strong beliefs regarding how care should be provided
which in turn influences their interactions with feedback,
the provision of a WhatsApp avenue is to help facilitate
and evaluate if the perceptions, acceptance, and intentions teased from their interaction with the A&F intervention align with the observed clinical behaviours [20].
The WhatsApp group will also include two research paediatricians to encourage discussions and raise questions.
Installation and access to the mobile‑based dashboard

A member of the research team will upload the dashboard Android application (i.e. app) onto the Google
Play store. Anonymised patient data from the CIN
hospitals randomised to package II intervention which
are already being backed up by KWTRP will be used
to generate aggregate summaries to allow the dashboard to be populated; the dashboard is populated by
aggregate summary data only. HCWs in the CIN hospitals randomised to package II intervention will be
able to access the hospital-specific gentamicin prescription safety dashboard through their smartphone
devices using their individual-specific, site-linked
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Fig. 2 Study primary outcome from patients admitted to the NBUs. Dosage calculations per kilogram allow for ±20% deviation, outside which they
are considered errors

login credentials. The login credentials follow industry standard OAuth 2.0 authentication and security
framework to mitigate against unauthorised application
access; only authorised users can access the remotely
populated dashboard [44]. The user and hospital data
are not stored within the Android app minimising the
risk of data breach if the application is hacked. However, to minimise risk of the Android app being hacked,
software engineering techniques of obfuscating the app
have been employed [45]. The dashboard smartphone
application will be accessible throughout the study
duration. The delivery of the dashboard on a mobile
platform is meant to facilitate easier access to the A&F
performance summaries. Distribution of the dashboard application will be publicised to the participating

HCWs in package II facilities through the local WhatsApp groups mentioned in the Intervention section and
during physical CME seminar meetings organised by
the pharmacists or CIN research staff. Package I hospital clinicians will not be provided with similar login
credentials.
Eligibility criteria

Referral-level hospitals with (1) high-quality gentamicin
prescription baseline clinical data for neonatal inpatient
care and (2) a standardised A&F routine clinical improvement cycle to track prescribing practices in neonatal
inpatient care are eligible for this study. To our knowledge, only facilities that have historically been involved
with the CIN (Table 2) satisfy this requirement.

Control variable

“Control” arm

☒

☒

☒

a) Knowledge and skills in clinical topic and quality improvement: Feedback ☒
targets health professionals with greater capability in the clinical topic
under focus
b) Source knowledge and skill: Delivered by a person or organisation
perceived to have an appropriate level of knowledge or skill
c) Delivery to a group: Feedback delivered to groups of recipients
These elements contribute to effectiveness by relying on social influence to enhance feedback credibility and acceptance, building HCWs
knowledge and skills to facilitate action, and, when emphasising a common goal, leveraging teamwork to target HCWs’ perception, intention,
and behaviour
☒

a) Peer discussion: Feedback encourages recipients to discuss their
performance with peers
This element targets feedback perception and intention, by leveraging
social influence to break down feedback’s complexity, and identifies
possible practice improvements
a) Delivery to a group: Feedback is delivered to groups of recipients
b) Peer discussion: Feedback encourages recipients to discuss their feedback performance with peers
c) Problem-solving and teamwork: Feedback supports recipients to identify and develop solutions to reasons for suboptimal performance
d) Action planning: Feedback provides solutions to suboptimal performance (or support recipients to do so)
These elements target feedback’s actionability by evaluating if practice
context is compatible with the expected target goals. They promote
perception and intention by leveraging social influence to break down
feedback’s complexity when identifying possible practice improvements.

2 The pharmacists will also conduct 2-monthly routine continuous medical education (CME) sessions and review the performance A&F summaries with the newborn unit team for 15 min in the monthly morbidity
and mortality meetings for the whole team or any other suitable forum
at the local hospital

3 The pharmacists will also be members of a WhatsApp group whose purpose is to facilitate conversations about prescription practices between
fellow pharmacists in hospitals in the same study arm. The membership
of this WhatsApp group is limited to pharmacists only. The WhatsApp
group will be used to disseminate monthly reminders on dosing instructions to be shared with the rest of hospital-specific clinical team

4 The pharmacists will also be members of an additional “within hospital”
WhatsApp group whose purpose is to facilitate conversations about
prescription practices with their hospital’s healthcare workers posted to
the NBUs

Control variable

Control variable

☒

☒

a) Champions: Supportive individuals in the organisation dedicated to
making changes a success
b) Competing priorities: Clinical teams have minimal additional responsibilities and/or competing priorities
c) Workflow fit: Feedback and action fit alongside existing organisational
and team ways of working
These elements contribute to effectiveness by promoting credibility of
the feedback, limiting the resources needed to provide or act on feedback, and employing social influence in support of a need for behaviour
change

1 The pharmacists have proposed roles as QI champions/facilitators.
They will be supported to conduct a preliminary session for orientating
clinical interns into the study when they start their 3-month rotation in
paediatric and newborn wards. They will also encourage the nursing staff
to identify prescription dosing errors and politely feed this back to the
medical staff together with the paediatricians. They will help disseminate
monthly reminders on dosing instructions during their physical interactions with NBU ward staff

Package 1 Package 2 Control mechanism

CP-FIT hypothesesa: feedback interventions are more effective
when as follows:

# Intervention component

Table 3 Proposed A&F intervention components
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a) Automation: Data collection and analysis are (near) automatic
b) Active delivery: They “push” feedback messages to recipients rather
than requiring them to “pull”
c) Usability: Feedback delivered employs user-friendly designs
d) Performance level, timeliness, trend, and benchmarking: Feedback uses
recent data to communicate when recipients’ current performance has
room for improvement, how recipients’ current performance in relation
to their past performance, and compares recipients’ current performance to that of other NBUs
e) Importance, controllability, and relevance: Feedback focuses on meaningful goals perceived to be in HCWs control and relevant to their role
These elements seek to improve perception of and interaction with
feedback and provide a relative advantage based on whether the cost of
deploying feedback is considered inexpensive in terms of time, human,
or financial resources. They also seek to promote social influence on (and
perception of ) feedback while solidifying its actionability, credibility, and
acceptance and supporting intention for behaviour change
a) Usability: Feedback delivered employs user-friendly designs
b) Performance level, timeliness, trend, and benchmarking: Feedback uses
recent data to communicate when recipients’ current performance has
room for improvement, how recipients’ current performance in relation
to their past performance, and compares recipients’ current performance to that of other NBUs
c) Importance, controllability, and relevance: Feedback focuses on meaningful goals perceived to be in HCWs control and relevant to their role
These elements seek to improve perception of and interaction with
feedback and provide a relative advantage based on whether the cost of
deploying feedback is considered inexpensive in terms of time, human,
or financial resources. They also seek to promote social influence on (and
perception of ) feedback while solidifying its actionability, credibility, and
acceptance and supporting intention for behaviour change

5 An interactive digital application platform that is mobile-friendly and
auto-updated monthly used to deliver the enhanced A&F report summaries. The content of the interactive A&F feedback platform will be
made up of three visualisationsb

6 Enhanced A&F soft-copy (PDF) infographic report generated monthly
outlining the proportion of patients who received erroneous gentamicin
prescriptions, delivered to the NBU team. These additional A&F reports
will be delivered to both the hospital pharmacists, the consultant paediatrician or neonatologist in charge of the neonatal unit, senior nurses,
and the medical staff working on rotation in the unit for the duration of
the study

“Control” arm

“Control” arm

☒

☒

Package 1 Package 2 Control mechanism

b

Discussed in-depth in Additional file 1: Supplementary Table 1

Concepts are expounded upon in detail elsewhere: (Brown, B., Gude, W.T., Blakeman, T. et al. Clinical Performance Feedback Intervention Theory (CP-FIT): a new theory for designing, implementing, and evaluating feedback in
health care based on a systematic review and meta-synthesis of qualitative research. Implementation Sci 14, 40 (2019).https://doi.org/10.1186/s13012-019-0883-5)

a

CP-FIT hypothesesa: feedback interventions are more effective
when as follows:

# Intervention component

Table 3 (continued)
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Fig. 3 Flow chart of the intervention rollout. The ITS starts prior to random allocation of hospitals

De-identified data from all patients admitted to the
selected hospitals’ NBUs who are under the age of 28 days
(i.e. neonates) who receive gentamicin drug prescription
on admission are eligible for inclusion into the analysis
regardless of gestational age as in Kenya prescriptions
are based on weight and postnatal age rather than gestation at birth. Only the patient population with full data
on age, weight, and the dose of the prescription will be
included in the outcome measurement since these data
are needed to measure errors. Numbers of admissions
where prescribing information is inadequate to calculate
dose accuracy (e.g. missing weight) will also be measured
and reported. Inadequate gentamicin prescription documentation currently stands at < 1% of all prescriptions
documented within CIN in the last 24 months.
In addition to pharmacists participating from all hospitals’ all HCWs rotated into (or posted in), the NBUs
of the hospitals receiving the package 2 intervention are
eligible for inclusion into the aspect of the study that
explores comments in the pharmacists and local hospital WhatsApp group discussions respectively after due
informed consent processes. Click-stream data (defined

as a detailed log of how participants navigate through
the Android application when using it, which typically
includes the within-app pages visited, time spent on each
within-app page, how they arrived on the within-app
page, and where they went next) from mobile dashboard
activity of the HCWs receiving enhanced A&F package
2 will also be used in additional analysis with informed
consent.
Randomisation

We will apply restricted randomisation to achieve greater
equivalence between total population size across arms
and the baseline prescription error rate [46] and allocate
half of the participating CIN hospitals to package 1 with
the remainder assigned to package 2 (Fig. 2). This study’s
application of restricted randomisation will ensure that
facilities have similar characteristics based on the number of neonates receiving gentamicin prescription and the
historical levels of facility-based gentamicin prescription
errors from CIN data. Randomisation will also increase
the likelihood that facility-based characteristics are balanced across the control and experimental study arms
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hospitals and their counties with the Ministry of Health.
Research staff will not have permission to share the data
without further written approval from both the KEMRIWellcome Trust Data Governance Committee and the
Facility, County, or Ministry of Health as appropriate to
the data request.

by minimising selection bias. During the intervention
period and the analysis stage, the participating hospitals
and clerks capturing prescribing data will be blinded to
the random allocation process, but the research staff will
not. Sequence generation for random allocation will use
the anticlust package in R [47, 48]. Table 4 illustrates the
expected randomisation and is generated from the most
recent pre-intervention data.

Data analysis and statistical methods

This study involves all healthcare workers assigned to
work in the NBUs of the participating hospitals. On average, there is one paediatrician, one medical officer, 3-day
nurses, and 2-night nurses in a typical NBU unit in this
study (Table 2). The number of clinicians working in a
specific NBU varies over time based on hospital-specific
staff rotation routines, county health system hiring practices, and whether medical training institutions are in
session or not. The number of interns (both nurses and
medical officers) remains difficult to assess.

Data collection procedures and management

Methods of collection and cleaning of data in the CIN are
reported in detail elsewhere [30, 49]. In summary, clinical
data for neonatal admissions to the hospitals within the
CIN are captured through structured neonatal admission record (NAR) forms coupled with standard treatment sheets that are approved by the Ministry of Health.
The NAR prompts the clinician with a checklist of fields
including patient biodata, clinical assessment, admission
and discharge diagnoses, and record of outcome (survival
or death). The CIN supports one data clerk in each hospital to extract data from paper medical records, nursing
charts, treatment charts, and available laboratory reports
each day after a newborn’s discharge into the primary
data collection tool developed in Research Electronic
Data Capture (REDCap). Automated error checking happens at the point of entry by daily review, every week
centrally, and both are complemented by regular external data quality assurance reviews [49]. A minimal dataset — which is unsuitable for our planned analyses — is
collected for (1) admissions during major holiday breaks,
(2) admissions when the data clerk was on leave, and (3)
on a random selection of records in hospitals where the
workload is very high. This process is explained in detail
elsewhere [49, 50].
All data will be stored in secure KEMRI-Wellcome
Trust Research Programme servers with specified
researchers provided password-protected access. Data
held on these servers are backed up in mirror servers
also within the KEMRI-Wellcome Trust Research Programme. Data on quality of care provided to the KEMRIWellcome Trust as part of this collaborative proposal are
made available in de-identified form derived from medical records. The primary data are therefore owned by the

Interrupted time series (ITS) sample size

There are two quantitatively testable hypotheses. We
have adopted a sample size calculation approach that
uses generalised estimating equations (GEE) specified in
a form that is suited for testing both hypotheses (Additional file 2). Given the complex study design, the GEE
approach specified in Additional file 2 has been used to
estimate study power of the controlled ITS analysis using
a simulation technique that arises naturally from the
underlying data model and typically assumed by power
and sample size equations. Our approach is applicable to our count outcome and ITS design, and it easily
accommodates complex design features such as different
and multiple treatment interventions and different sitespecific cluster effects [51]. Our analyses will apply the
treated analysis principle: all data from patients fitting
the inclusion criteria who receive an evaluable admission
gentamicin prescription will be analysed. Data on gentamicin prescription error rates in CIN hospitals from
end of 2020 to end of 2021 will be used as pre-intervention period data and from the following 12 months after
the intervention introduction (i.e. from mid-2022) as the
post-intervention data.

Table 4 Difference in outcome event rate across the study arms in the latest 3 months (before introduction of enhanced A&F)
Study arma

Patients with incorrect gentamicin
prescription (n)

All patients with a gentamicin
prescription (n)

Rateb

95% CIb

Package 1

221

1569

0.141

0.125–0.159

Package 2

218

1566

0.139

0.123–0.157

Pooled

439

3135

0.140

0.128–0.153

a

Hospitals assigned using restricted randomisation to ensure balanced event rate

b

The arms are not significantly different, statistically
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Inpatient admissions and data collection during the
COVID-19 pandemic period were largely unaffected [52]
and will therefore include these admissions in the study,
but data collected during major health workforce labour
strikes will be omitted. Summary statistics with discontinuity analysis will be reported for the omitted strike
period data. For the ITS analysis, based on the levels of
erroneous prescribing across practices in the CIN neonatal study sites, we assume a baseline risk of 14% at the
pooled CIN level (pooled rate from Table 4), with the
intervention posited to reduce it to 9.1% (i.e. 35% reduction). From the GEE specified in detail in Additional
file 2, we estimate that with 690 patients per month
across the 20 CIN hospitals, our study will have 90%
power to detect this 35% reduction of prescription error
with a statistical significance of 0.05. Sample size analysis at the individual hospital level revealed that 19/20
of the hospitals did not have sufficient patient numbers
per month with gentamicin prescription to facilitate
separate within hospital time-series analysis. Currently,
the average CIN admissions to NBUs with a gentamicin
prescription at admission that is likely to be eligible are
1123 patients per month (with a standard deviation of 47
admissions across the CIN hospitals).
Interrupted time series analysis

We will apply a segmented linear mixed effects model
with an autoregressive covariance structure on the proposed interrupted time deries (ITS) design, specified as
a “natural experiment” that accounts for the pre-intervention trends in the study outcomes [53]. Comparison
of pre-intervention to post-intervention trends of the
study outcomes addresses this study’s first objective (i.e.
evaluating if enhancing A&F intervention approaches
over and above existing use of feedback reports reduces
the prevalence of gentamicin prescribing errors in neonatal inpatient hospital care over time). Informed by
previous findings [19], our hypothesised impact model
assumes both immediate (level) and month-to-month
(slope) changes following the implementation of the
intervention. We anticipate observing a slope plus level
change (i.e. changes in the trend in the study outcome)
of between 35 and 50% reduction in gentamicin prescription errors in neonatal care based on published evidence
[19]. Given our negative binomial modelling approach
(Additional file 2), the outcome for objective 1 will be
reported as an incidence rate ratio.
For the second objective (i.e. To evaluate if more intense
relative to less intense theory-informed A&F is effective in
reducing gentamicin prescribing errors in inpatient neonatal care), the ITS regression model used to address
the first research question also includes a binary covariate term for comparing the differences in study outcome
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trend due to the study packages, with the less-intense
package as the reference category. The significance test
of the coefficient for the binary covariate term linked to
whether the hospital received the enhanced A&F package will serve as the hypothesis test. We provide further
explanation of our analysis approach in methodological supplements in Additional file 2. Given our negative
binomial modelling approach (Additional file 2), the outcome for objective 2 will also be reported as an incidence
rate ratio.
Additional supplementary analyses as part of the process
evaluation

As an assessment of fidelity to the study design and intervention rollout, we will also embed a simple process
evaluation to check whether CMEs happened, how frequently the HCWs accessed the mobile dashboard, and
the pattern of the WhatsApp messages volume after sharing of the A&F summary reports. A research team member will observe some CME meetings with the aim to
visit at least 3 hospitals in each arm, identified as 2 performing less well and one performing well, and take field
notes of the way in which CMEs are conducted and discussions that take place during CMEs. No audio recording will be conducted during CMEs, only note-taking by
the research team.
These CME observations may be curtailed by future
COVID-19 pandemic lockdown measures. While every
effort will be made to collect this data in person and in
line with the KEMRI and government’s guidance on site
visits, where in-person data collection is not possible,
1–2 research team members will join the CMEs virtually,
through either video or voice calls to observe and follow
along with the CME session while taking notes. A debrief
session with the pharmacist will be held before and after
the virtual observations.
Click-stream data (defined as a detailed log of how
participants navigate through the Android application
during when using it, which typically includes the withinapp pages visited, time spent on each within-app page,
how they arrived on the within-app page, and where
they went next) from mobile dashboard activity of the
HCWs receiving enhanced A&F package II will also be
analysed by the research team. This data will contain the
name of the page interface, the time the HCW accessed
the within-app page, the amount of time the HCW spent
on the page, and the page that the HCW navigated to
next. The click-stream data is limited to the intervention
Android app activity.
Using messages shared on the study’s pharmacists
WhatsApp group (expected to have between 8 and 12 clinicians/nurses per hospital over the 12 months), we will
explore group members’ participation as the intervention
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progresses at the end of the study period. The messages
shared will be collated, de-identified, and thematically
analysed according to their source, target, timing, and
content. The analysis of the shared messages on WhatsApp will explore the reception, comprehension, and
acceptance of the feedback by the HCWs (Interaction,
Perception, and Acceptance, respectively) and planned
behavioural responses that may be attributed to the
feedback (Intention and Behaviour) and any barriers to
behaviour change [20]. The use of CP-FIT will serve as
a starting point for these analyses, but we will be open to
identifying issues that are not captured in CP-FIT.
Analysis software

The analyses for objectives 1 and 2 will be conducted
using R software version 4.0.2 [47] and the NBZIMM [54]
library. The thematic text analysis of WhatsApp messages will be done using Python software version 3.8 [55]
together with NetworkX [56] and NLTK [57] libraries.
Time frame/duration of the project

Subject to obtaining scientific and ethics approval, we
presume that the study’s first face, which involves baseline data collection 12 months prior to intervention
introduction, will wrap up at the end of April 2022. The
intervention phase will run 12 months afterwards, with
integrated analysis and report writing running concurrently. This study has been designed to be conducted
mostly remotely. We do not expect any interruption in
data collection and abstraction in case the country goes
into lockdown again due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic; routine patient data collection from the CIN —
the data platform for this study — has remained largely
unaffected by previous rounds of lockdowns [52]. The
WhatsApp and CMEs interventional components are
largely unaffected by lockdown measures and therefore
require little or no contingency planning.
Ethics approvals

The analyses described in this protocol have been
approved by the KEMRI’s Scientific and Ethical Review
Committee (SERU #4378) and the Oxford Tropical Research Ethics Committee (OXTREC #574-21).
Any future study protocol modifications require preapproval from these committees. All facilities/individuals that agree to take part in efforts to improve neonatal
care will be free to withdraw their collaboration at any
time with no penalty. Individual patient consent for
the de-identified data on gentamicin doses will not be
required. However, informed consent from HCWs to
collate and analyse their WhatsApp and mobile-dashboard click-stream data will be sought by research
team (Additional file 3: Study Tools 3 a, b, and d).
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Participating clinicians can withdraw at any point. The
results of this analysis will be shared with the Kenyan
Ministry of Health and will also be submitted to peerreview publications and for presentation at international conferences.

Discussion
The work proposed engages directly to improve patient
care, and thus, we will be applying the results as part
of the study (in the form of feedback) and its efforts to
improve care on NBU. Emerging results will be shared
with the counties and the MoH and key concerns highlighted as part of efforts to ensure high quality, safe care
is provided in Kenyan hospitals. The findings of the
current study will also be used in the development of
the guidelines and policy formulation governing the use
of gentamicin.
We also hope the work will develop better scalable
and effective quality improvement approaches, better
information systems, and improve health workers’ motivation to focus on improved neonatal outcomes. In the
past work, improved tools have been adopted and implemented nationally by the national- and county-level ministries of health, and we will work with ministries, the
Kenya Paediatric Association, and hospitals to promote
sustained use of improved tools after the project.
All of this should enable health workers to deliver
more accurate drug prescribing during clinical care. We
hope the better practices will be spread by the professional associations and by formal authorities such as
MoH in Kenya, while wider lessons may influence NBU
care across the region.
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